**Synopsis**

NEW Edition, 2016 copyright. Merriam-Webster’s Everyday Language Reference Set contains: A newly updated Merriam-Webster Dictionary with new words added from a variety of fields, 75,000 updated definitions with 8,000 usage examples to aid understanding. Useful tables and special sections on Foreign Words & Phrases, Biographical Names and Geographical Names. New words added include: bromance, carbon footprint, droid, e-book, fracking, frenemy, hashtag, malware, mash-up, regift, rebocal, smackdown and vlog. The Merriam-Webster Thesaurus offers 150,000 word choices including synonyms, antonyms, related words and idiomatic phrases. It is alphabetically organized for ease of use and offers abundant usage examples. Merriam-Webster’s Vocabulary Builder is especially designed to improve language skills. 250 Greek and Latin roots aid in the learning of 1,200 words plus 2,000 closely related terms. Fact-filled paragraphs, helpful example sentences and quizzes make this volume perfect for students preparing for standardized tests.
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**Customer Reviews**

Every home needs to be equipped with certain items. A dictionary and thesaurus are two of those items. When looking to purchase these items I went with a name I trusted, Merriam Webster. I decided to purchase the complete set because I found it interesting that it included a vocabulary builder. My family and I choose a word a day from the informative books and use it as much as possible. We enjoy picking a word from the vocab builder, then looking it up in the dictionary. We
use the thesaurus to find similar words, and words that mean the complete opposite. The choices are endless. I have yet heard a word that can not be found in one of the three books. Unlike most thesaurus' this version has almost every word. It was surprising, because often with thesaurus' the choices are limited. This is one problem that I have yet to run into. I plan to purchase a few copies for family members and friends that are graduating in this year. My fiance even mentioned that we need our own set when we get married.

I had a set similar to this years ago, which became dog-eared & yellowed with constant use. I replaced them with this 3-book set & the Vocabulary Builder is the best part of this set. My husband & I both love learning new words, so we'll often sit & quiz each other from this new set of books. I also use them as quick references in my writing and business ventures. The dictionary is great as an alternative to the official scrabble dictionary (when we get tired of the seemingly made up words that can’t be found in any other dictionary). Maybe I'm just strange--I did read dictionaries & thesauruses for fun as a child & teen. This set is an excellent value for the money & will be referred to & used again & again. No home or office should be without this reference set.

This is the simplest Review I've written for an order. The Reference set is junk: poor quality paper, font barely larger than an average garden variety ant, printed so lightly I suspect you’ll squint in the brightest light. Save your time and money. I'm lookin' at the Oxford combo-book which sells for less, printed on bright white paper in a large font using adequate ink enabling the text to stand out from the page. As usual, delivery by was terrific, now we'll see how they handle the return of the ‘set’ which I believe is the 1st time I've ever returned to them. I'm a committed client/supporter and this has nothing to do with and everything to do with Merriam-Webster.

Truly, for an old set of eyes, this Merriam-Webster set does not have acceptable print. I kept them but they are not for old eyes.

I assumed they would be larger due to the amount of content in them. They are so small the print is difficult to read for the best of eyes. Not what I expected, each book is smaller than a cd case to give you an idea of size. About 2/3 the size to be exact. If you don't mind reading text that was meant for ants I am sure they are wonderful. however, I will never know because I will not use them as I get a headache every time I try to look something up.
I ordered this box set because I’m a language enthusiast (apart from being a teacher and a student) and it was totally worth it! Love the packaging and the colour combination as well! It is perfect as a present or to have at home when needed! AWESOME!

I bought this set of books to help me write my own books. They are a great tool that I use almost everyday. These books are a great help in using different words to describe nouns, and to spice up a sentence. The vocabulary builder is great. It has groups of words that are similar in meaning or root words. It has learning quizzes after every section. It is very helpful. I am very proud of my increased vocabulary thanks to this. It is a worthy purchase, I am glad that I bought this collection of books. They are easy to use, and are small enough to fit on a bookshelf with ease. The print is small so crack out your glasses if you need them. Other than that I have no issues with these books.

I love this set! It is small yet attractive on the desk and the vocabulary building book is fun when you have a few minutes to spare
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